
Expand your horizon.
Take a real leap forwards into cruising luxury and style.

The perfect equilibrium of power, smooth riding and

design for comfort is characteristic for the FX Cruiser

HO. The reimagined striking graphics in Light Grey

Metallic will make you stand out, whilst the heady blend

of features will bring you unequalled performance and

widen your riding horizon.

Add some cutting-edge cool to your cruise. From our

unique, revolutionary RiDE® system and lightweight hull

to the exclusive electronic control systems and the

newest top-notch 4-stroke 1,898cc engine, this super-

powerful personal watercraft is packed with innovative

technology and engineering.

Ignite performance. The new seven-inch touch screen

Connext® display with Enhanced Drive Control gives you

more options with Economy, Towing, Performance,

Comfort and Customisable drive modes. Attention to

detail and sheer build quality add even more to the latest

model in Light Grey Metallic. Enjoy performance and fun,

together with the all-important rider comfort.

High Output, 1,898cc engine

Longest, most comfortable hull in the

range

Revolutionary RiDE® system for

intuitive control

Seven-inch display with Enhanced Drive

Control Modes

Unique 4-step tilt-adjustable steering

system

Luxurious two-piece, three-person

tiered seat

Audio integrated with control via

display

Smartphone synchronisation capability

Easy access glove box

GPS chart plotter ready
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Expand your horizon.
Take a leap forwards into cruising comfort and style with the FX Cruiser HO. The reimagined striking

graphics in Light Grey Metallic will make you stand out, whilst the heady blend of powerful, High

Output Yamaha engine, smooth-riding hull and revolutionary RiDE® control system will bring you

unequalled performance and widen your riding horizon.

Feel the power of the new 1,898cc HO engine. Explore the agile, sure-footed handling of the sleek

hull design, coupled with a lightweight NanoXcel2® deck, the revolutionary level of intuitive control

o ered by our exclusive RiDE®system, as well as the ingenious electronic control systems and the

enhanced display user interface. There will be no going back!

Your journey of discovery continues as you explore the remarkable brand-new seven-inch Connext®

display with Security and Enhanced Drive Control Modes, the adaptive trim system and a host of

other features: extended stern platform, adjustable steering tilt, three-person cruiser seat and pull-

up cleats. A world of cruising pleasure.
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Aerodynamic Shape

The capable hull of the FX model cuts

through the water, providing stability on any

o shore adventure. Impressively rigid and

strong, it gives these machines awesome on-

water performance with stunning

acceleration, a higher top speed, greater

economy and an even more comfortable ride.

Pair this with a lightweight NanoXcel2®

deck and you’ve got all you need for

incredible adventures.

Luxury, comfort, footwell
drainage and easier re-boarding

From four-step, tilt-adjustable steering to a

luxury three-person cruiser seat, and from

practical handlebar tie points to a large

swim platform with a deeper, wider, softer,

more comfortable step and dual handles for

re-boarding, the FX Cruiser really does have

it all. It even has an industry- rst footwell

drainage system.

Enhanced Drive Control Modes

Intuitive riding experience through the new

Connext® display featured Enhanced Drive

Control modes: Economy, Towing, Performance,

Comfort and Custom. The last allows you to

pre-set a top-speed limit and an acceleration

curve, making it the perfect partner for novice

riders. Set a steady speed on longer trips for

maximum economy.

High Output, DOHC, 16V, 1,898cc
engine

Power delivery from the large displacement,

High Output 1,898cc engine is exhilarating,

and the Hyper-Flow jet pump with its three-

blade impeller helps turn that power into

electrifying acceleration. The Electronic Fuel

Injection (EFI) gives the smoothest possible

power output and e cient, economical

running, even on regular unleaded fuel.

Seven-inch colour touch screen
display

See the bigger picture in full colour on the

largest screen we o er on a WaveRunner.

It's GPS map-ready and complete with

smartphone synchronisation.

30% more storage for even bigger
adventures

We've designed approximately 30% more easy-

access storage into our FX models so your

adventures can be longer and take you further.

There are cleverly integrated, practical storage

solutions all over: a very large watertight glove

box compartment, generous storage under the

seats, at the bow and stern.
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Engine

Engine type 1.9 Liter High Output, 4-stroke, 4-cylinder
Lubrication system Wet sump
Supercharger No
Displacement 1,898cc
Bore x stroke 86mm × 78mm
Compression ratio 11.0 : 1
Pump type 155mm axial  ow
Fuel Unleaded Regular Gasoline
Fuel supply system Electronic Fuel Injection
Fuel capacity 70L
Oil capacity 5.3L

Dimensions

Length 3.58m
Width 1.27m
Height 1.23m
Dry weight 380 kg

Features

Storage capacity 168.3L
Rider capacity 1-3 persons
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All information in this brochure is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. We should all exercise POWER WITH RESPONSIBILITY and help preserve the great sporting

opportunities and enjoyment we all derive from our involvement with personal watercraft. You must

recognise too, that your Yamaha WaveRunner is actually a boat, so please learn and follow all the rules of

the sea and waterways, take professional instruction where possible, and obey local rules and

regulations, which may di er greatly from area to area. The photographs featured show boats being

driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is

intended or implied by the publication of any of these images. Read all instruction materials carefully

before setting out and ALWAYS wear recommended protective clothing and a life preserver or lifejacket

when boating. NEVER DRINK AND RIDE.
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